
ELECTRIC POWER TECH FIRM «JURGEN» LLC
Russian Federation, 301245, Tula region, gorod Shchekino, Lenina st., build. № 40/9, office № 57, LLC State reg. № 1127154003195, 

State tax-payment № 7118504894,  te l . : +7 (920) 749 58 04, +7 (953) 435 92 61;  E:   ka .pro jec t . team@bk.ru

TO: THE LEADERSHIP
our ref. № A99/1115

Dear Sirs,

I am pleased to inform you that we are engaged in electric power technologies in the field of advanced electric

energy generating machines  and at present time we  have  foremost, in accordance with the physical tests and trials,

patented results. So, we would like to offer you cooperation in the field of technological business and production of

advanced energy electric power generators.

The advantages of cooperation are listed in our technical and economic documentation and some of them are high

profitability, viability, novelty, environmental friendliness, low investment capacity and ease of organization of production

of electric power generators of the brand new grade.

Implementation of  the  newest (patented  inventions of  2011-2014 years)  technical solutions in construction of

electric  power  generators let  us to get lightweight and  very  compact high power generators, which are much more

productive, reliable and cheaper than present generating systems with more than significant markets. Application of new

machines -  where now are used any generators  (any transport, automotive industry,  shipbuilding,  airspace, and, of

course, electric power production, including wind and other clean alternative energies, construction, home appliances,

hospitals, industrial plants, farms, ecological transport, special equipment and much, much more).

Information on the  project  and technology may also be provided by Tula State Government (RF central region),

Tula  state  business-HUB (www.hub71.ru),  Corporation  on  development  of  Tula  Region  (www.invest-tula.com), other

State structures and nationwide business associations, KOTRA, EICC network, RF Trade Representation in your country.

This year present project is in the RF TOP 12 of the best new technology start-ups (among more than 2500 hi-tech

projects)  by decision of  Agency on regional  innovative  development.  You may see  also publication in  Expert  union

magazine  of  the  Union  of  Russian  machine  builders  (which  President  is  the  head  of  ROSTEC State  Technological

Corporation www.rostec.ru) http://bit.ly/1OMO2Sy about new generators: the maximum power output per mass unit in

the world, that is, they produce per unit of its mass much more electric power output than any known analogues. The

result  is achieved without sacrificing other technical characteristics and without growth of cost of  production.  New

generators:  much simpler,  much cheaper,  much more  reliable  and  much more  efficient  device.  It  is  some kind  of

Kalashnikov  among  electric  generators.  Such  projects  can,  as  experience  shows,  attract  significant  investments:

http://bit.ly/1cKFqy1.

Technology presentation and project brief summary in English you can find at  https://vk.com/projectdoc. Thank

you in advance for confirmation of the receipt of this letter. Person for  contacts:  Alexander AMONSKIY,  company co-

founder and managing partner, telephone +7 (953) 435 92 61,  E: ENRD@BK.RU. 

And I am pleased to  draw your attention on news: we took part in the "Open innovation 2014"  global Forum &

Exhibition (www.forinnovations.ru) with the complicity of the Prime Ministers of the Governments of Russia and China by

the special invitation of the Organizing Committee. This is substantial occurrence for us: we presented there one of very

few ready-to-launch innovative-technological projects in field of Global Electric Power Tech. Thank you.

20.11.2015 year
Faithfully, 
KARASEV J.V.
Co-founder of TEPT Jurgen LLC
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